BALMA is a consulting company based in Valencia, Spain
offering our services to institutions and individuals involved
in projects of advanced design. We provide drafting, design
and implementation of projects within the natural environment,
assuring quality by providing effective solutions which help
to increase excellence to our customers. The application of
the most advanced technology and the best customer service
is what differentiates us from other consulting and engineering
firms

INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY
BALMA Consulting will achieve its international strategy by
two key strengths:
- the skills and capacity for international cooperation and
knowledge sharing
- creating, growing and developing more innovative elements
for a knowledge-based society
We seek to expand both domestic and international
partnerships in research and development for environmental
matters

RESEARCH + DEVELOPMENT + INNOVATION

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING

The strategic investment from the EU in R&D, go through the

BALMA Consulting accumulates a broad experience on design

mandatory collaboration between research (universities,

and implementation of environmental projects. Some of the

research institute and technology centers) and business. Thus

fields where we have strong experience are:

since it's inception R&D has had a practical approach for the

· Natural resources management plans

results application

· Landscape restoration projects
· GIS studies applied to land use planning

BALMA Consulting has been involved in action COST projects,

· Biomass logistics optimization

in LIFE + projects and in projects under the 7th Framework

· LIDAR applications in forestry

Program of the EU. It also maintains active collaboration

Due to our in-depth experience in forestry, we can provide you

agreements with various universities and technical institutes

with a complete set of tailored services in all areas of the forest

for the implementation of technological development projects

value chain
Services

addressing forest fires and logistics of the supply of biomass,

We are specialized on environment and natural resources

etc
Services
We offer collaboration and partnership with universities

management and projects, from strategic planning to
project implementation

and research institutes in order to develop their activities
of R&D in the field of environment

PRODUCTS TRADE AND DISTRIBUTION

COOPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT
The Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations consider
the development of forestry as a tool for progress towards

BALMA Consulting maintains an extensive network of contacts

poverty eradication. Indeed, in developing countries, rural

in the forestry and environmental sector of Spain. This network

societies are heavily dependent on forests for their livelihood

contains an extensive range of roles (forest owners, farmers,

and improving their living conditions. Therefore BALMA Consulting

engineers of various disciplines, etc). Therefore we become

acquires international cooperation for development as one of

the ideal partner for many production distributions

its key business areas

Services
We are looking for partners for the distribution of forest
products (technology, software, machinery, etc ) in
Spain. And through our suitable contacts we have the
capacity to introduce products from the rest of the world
especially to South America and Mediterranean countries

Services
We offer our experience in the field of environmental
consultancy and technology applied to this field, through
training, technological transfer and assistance to
developing countries

